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By Graeme REYNOLDS

Horrific Tales Publishing. Softback. Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: No dustjacket. Reprint.
This is a B format (130 x 198mm) paperback copy. The title was originally published in 2013 - this is a
later printing. New and unread. Book One in the High Moor Trilogy. SYNOPSIS: "The people of High
Moor are united in horror at the latest tragedy to befall their small town. As dawn breaks, the town
is left to count the cost and mourn its dead, while breathing a collective sigh of relief. John Simpson,
the apparent perpetrator of the horrific murders, is in police custody. The nightmare is over. Isn't it?
Detective Inspector Phil Fletcher and his partner, Constable Olivia Garner, have started to uncover
some unsettling evidence during their investigations of John Simpson's past -evidence that supports
his impossible claims: that he is a werewolf, and will transform on the next full moon to kill again.
However a new threat is now lurking in the shadows. A mysterious group have arrived in High Moor,
determined to keep the existence of werewolves hidden. And they will do anything to protect their
secret. Anything at all." Packed weight 480gms. IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH.
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This book could be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to tell you that here is the
best book we have read through inside my personal lifestyle and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS

It in just one of the most popular ebook. It normally will not cost too much. I am very easily could get a pleasure of looking at a composed publication.
-- Rosetta  Thom pson-- Rosetta  Thom pson
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